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The Time of the End in the Book of Daniel
The purpose of this volume is to unseal or
reveal the mysteries in the prophecy of
Daniel. The book of Daniel is the ONLY
example in the entire bible of a prophecy
that was shut up and/or sealed in antiquity.
This is a mysterious phrase and is the
reason the book is NOT well understood to
the present time. The shutting up or sealing
of the book must mean that the full and
complete MEANING of the prophecy
would NOT be revealed to the
understanding of men. That is, until the
arrival of a time period called the time of
the end. (See Dan. 12:9) This appears to be
the exact case because there are things in
the prophecy that clearly have NOT been
correctly understood to this very day.
Examples of these misunderstood things in
the prophecy include: (1) The meaning of
the phrase, the time of the end. (2) The
historical identity of the willful king of
Dan. 11:36. (3) The true meaning of the
word indignation in 8:19 & 11:36. (4) The
historical connection between the sale of
the land in 11:39 AND the willful king of
11:36. (5) The separation of the prophecy
between ancient and modern. This
approximate1900 years time span is seen
between 11:39 and 40. . The first mention
of sealing is seen in 8:26, where the
Archangel Gabriel instructs Daniel to shut
thou up the vision, for it shall be for many
days. Gabriel is referring to Daniels vision
of chapter 8. It seems the shutting up of
that vision contributes to the later sealing
of the entire book. In 12: 4, the Archangel
Gabriel instructed Daniel to shut up the
words and seal the, BOOK ( even) to the
time of the end. (KJV) Note: The word
even is a suppled word as it does not
appear in the original. The Septuagint
(LXX) uses the word to instead of even.
Gabriel instructed Daniel to seal the book
in 12:4, but he tells Daniel in 12:9 to-- : Go
thy way, Daniel: for the words are closed
up and sealed till the time of the end.
Gabriel must have assumed that Daniel had
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CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA: Book of Daniel - New Advent The Time of the End in The Book of Daniel [Thomas
Nixon] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The purpose of this volume is to unseal or Mike Bickle Resources
Category End Times Daniel The End End-times prophecy is not just a Christian thing. Its a Jewish thing because
many of the most well-known New Testament prophecies were The Time of the End: Daniels Prophecy Reclaimed:
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Pfandl] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying Understanding the Book of Daniel - Life, Hope & Truth This final
chapter of the book of Daniel focuses on the end timethe time just before and after Jesus Christ returns to earth. Satan
had tried to keep Daniel from Daniel 11: The Most Detailed Prophecy in the Bible - Life, Hope This article will deal
first with the Book of Daniel as it is found in the Hebrew Bible, and . chiefly by means of symbolical visions bearing on
the time of the end. Introduction to the Book of Daniel - Wake Up America Seminars The Time of the End in the
Book of Daniel [Gerhard Pfandl] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Daniel 12 - The End Times - At that
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about the end timesthe rise and fall of the Antichrist, the It Is Written - Unsealing Daniels Mysteries - Lesson 1 Prophetic This is the first of five occurrences of the phrase time of the end ({e?t?qe?sv), in the book of Daniel, the
other four being 11:35, 40 12:4, 9. Research has. Daniel 11:36 12:13 The King of the North beasts in Daniel 7 and a
beast in Revelation 13 that represent end time nations. A lot of people think the book of Revelation is scaryit isntits a
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transition from ancient times to end times, but .. O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to the time of the
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Written - Unsealing Daniels mysteries - Lesson 12 - The End TIME OF THE END. An expression found six times in
the book of Daniel. It refers to a time period marking the conclusion of a system of things and culminating in The
Latter Days and the Time of the End in the Book of Daniel by The Book of Daniel is a biblical apocalypse,
combining a prophecy of history with an .. No real details of the end-time are given in Daniel, but it seems that Gods
kingdom will be on this earth, that it will be governed by justice and righteousness The time of the end in the book of
Daniel (Adventist Theological The Book of Daniel serves as the only apocalyptic Book of the Old Testament, as
Chapters 7-12 foretell the End Times. The prophecy of Daniel 12:1 speaks of a A Study of the Book of Daniel - David
Padfield Does the turmoil in our times, the uprisings and the spiritual decay of many, have anything to do with the Book
of Daniel? Daniel was a man who knew what God Mike Bickle - End-Time Studies in the Book of Daniel Empires 2)
A general introduction to the book of Daniel 3) An outline of the book of Daniel 4). Summaries of .. The time of the end
(brought down to Christ). Daniel - Bible Odyssey The Time of the End: Daniels Prophecy Reclaimed [Jay Edward
Adams, Milton C Fisher] Perhaps the most interesting and gripping element of this book is the Book of Daniel
Prophecy: End of Days Bible Study of the Prophet Since other prophecies found in the book of Daniel, such as the
70-year prophecy of Other parts, including the identity of the end-time king of the North and the Daniels Time of the
End - Adventist Theological Society End-Time Studies in the Book of Daniel. IHOPU Spring 2015. In this series,
Mike examines and explains Daniel 7-12. He relates the meaning of the dreams and Book of Daniel - Wikipedia We
know quite a lot about how the Book of Daniel came to be written. is the type of ruler that these apocalyptic books
picture as the ruler of the final end time. Book of Daniel - PBS End-Time Studies in the Book of Daniel, 14 Sessions 2015. IHOPU Spring 2015. In this series, Mike examines and explains Daniel 7-12 He relates the Daniel (AM Class)
Gaining Understanding Of The Time Of The End The End Times - At that time Michael, the great prince who
protects your But at that time your peopleeveryone whose name is found written in the book Mike Bickle - Daniel:
Studies in the End Times Daniels visions talk about the end a great deal, but neither the book of Daniel nor the In that
verse, the end refers to the time of the resurrection of the dead. Daniel 12: End-Time Events - Life, Hope & Truth
The Time of the End in the Book of Daniel: Gerhard Pfandl: Amazon God told Daniel that those things would be
sealed until this time of the end. It is written: But thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to the
Daniel Lamb and Lion Ministries Does the book of Daniel have any significance for us today? Jesus spoke of a
mysterious abomination of desolation as a sign of the end time before His The Book of Daniel is unsealing - Middle
East and Prophecy! The prophetic book of Daniel was written for our time. The angel Gabriel specifically told Daniel
to seal up these prophecies until the time of the end. Daniel
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